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The portable oxygen concentrator has a lot of advantages over the traditional cylinder tank and
hence, both new oxygen patient and the experienced patient need not suffer anymore with the
heavy cylinders. Besides being light weight as well as ensuring continuous supply of oxygen, the
portable concentrator can be switched over from the domestic AC power to the DC power in the car
or to battery power. Moreover, the portable devices are with FAA approval so that they can be used
during air-travel without any hassle. Thus, portable oxygen concentrator assures complete freedom
and maximum comfort to the users. While purchasing a portable oxygen concentrator, it must be of
the best and assured quality and should meet all the requirements of the patient who will be using
the same. Here, price alone cannot be the deciding factor. The equipment may be chosen after
proper consultation and comparison.

Respironics EverGo and Invacare XPO2 are considered as the best two products among portable
oxygen concentrators. Both of these FAA approved equipments are compact as well as lightweight.
The former model that weighs 10 pounds gives the longest battery life and the latter version weighs
only 6 pounds.

Respironics EverGo is the most ideal oxygen concentrator for physically active patients. With the
two batteries it weighs about 10 lbs and with a single battery the total weight will be only 8 lbs. With
8 hrs of battery life this model is considered as the best portable oxygen concentrator. This device is
provided with a touch screen that is resistant to water as well as fluids. Either both batteries can be
used simultaneously or with single battery the device can be put to use. The equipment will function
for 4 hours with the single battery. The battery is rechargeable and will provide the same duration
again. The pulse flow of this concentrator is adjustable within the range 1 â€“ 6 and it goes up by Â½
increments. While extra batteries are available, the device can be charged with a cigarette lighter
also.

The Invacare XPO2 is one among the smallest portable oxygen concentrator available today. This
device performs even at very high altitudes thereby providing more freedom and comfort to the user.
The durability, reliability and its capability to perform even at an altitude of 10,000 feet make this
device the most popular world over. Its battery life of 2.5 hrs can be enhanced to 5 hrs by using the
supplementary battery pack which is optional. Its controls are easy to use.
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The SeQual Eclipse 3 is now available at Portableoxygenconcentratorsales. It was the most popular
travel Oxygen machine and a SeQual Eclipse 3 producing up to 3 liters of oxygen per minute. When
we compare with other portable oxygen concentrator on today market you can find the best here. To
get more information on a Inogen One G2 and Invacare XPO2, please visit us online.
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